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Abstract 

The present global map is characterized by using the longitude as vertical 

coordinate and uti1izing the latitude as horizonta1 coordinate, its disadvantage 

is that a great deformation occurs in both north pole region and south pole region, 

and it isn’t coordinated with the surrounding region relations. To overcome 

shortcomings, this paper puts forward a method to draw the global map by employing 

the latitude as vertical coordinate, give out concepts of genera1ized longitude and 

genera1ized latitude, derives the mathematical relation equations between 

genera1ized longitude-latitude and conventional longitude-latitude, draws the 

sketch of a new global map so that the generalized equip-difference parallel 

polyconical projection method for the global map is worked out. In this new globa1 

map, land figure and area of the whole world suit very well with that on the 

terrestria1 g1obe, re1ationship among the 1ands is clear. For this reason, this new 

global map basically p1ays the ro1e of a terrestrial globe, so it is called p1ane 

terrestrial globe. 
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1.Introduction 

The present global map
[1-3]

 is usually characterized by using the longitude as 

vertical coordinate and utilizing the latitude as horizontal coordinate (the 

following is called the “meridian global map” for short). A defect of this global 

map is that great deformation occurs in both north pole region and south pole region, 

and it isn’t coordinated with the surrounding region relations. For example, on the 

terrestrial globe the Ataractic continent’s figure area is 1.8-fold as much as 

Australia’s figure-area, but in literature [1-3] the Antarctic continent’s 

figure-area is 3.8-fold as much as Australia’s figure area. Besides, Antarctic 

continent’s figure on the terrestrial globe looks like a peacock, but in the 

literature [1-3] it is different. Similarly, in literature [1-3] occurs a great 

deformation in the north of Russia, Canada and Greenland. In addition to this, in 

main map of literature [1-3] it is difficult to mark both the north pole and the 

south po1e, and coordinative relation to the surrounding regions, for this reason, 

two circular auxiliary maps beyond the main map are used to show. 

To overcome above mentioned shortcoming of the meridian global map, letting the 

latitude be vertical coordii1ate and longitude be horizonta1 coordinate to draw the 

g1obal map (the following is called “paral1e1 g1obal map”). A defect of paralle1 

global map is that a large deformation occurs in regions of both the east end and 

the west end, and it isn’t coordinated with the surrounding region relations. 
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Thus, the disadvantage of the meridian globa1 map is just the right advantage 

of the parallel global map, and the reverse is a1so true (and vice versa). Both of 

them construct the “twin global map” with interdependence and comp1ementarity. Owing 

to the sma11 earth’s flattening, the twin global map can be drawn using the earth 

as a sphere.  

 

2.Mathematical relations between generalized longitude-latitude and conventional 

longitude-latitude 

    In the meridian globa1 map the longitude line is meridian circle, latitude line 

is parallel circle, meridian 1ines intersect at north pole N and south pole S, for 

spherical coordinate,   denotes the longitude (-180, 180 ),   the 1atitude 

(-90, 90 ). It can be seen from Fig.1 that the re1ation between rectangular 

coordinate and longitude-latitude is as follows 

 coscosRx  ，  sincosRy  ， sinRz      (1) 
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Where R  is mean radius of the earth. 

 

 
Fig.1                                   Fig.2 

 Conventional longitude-latitude           Generalized longitude-latitude 

 

The para11el g1oba1 map is the “reverse” of the meridian global map, a point 
P  taken from the equator is “positive po1e” of the parallel global map (its ro1e 

corresponds to the north po1e of the meridian g1oba1 map), passing through the point 
P  and spherical core connecting straight line intersect at another point 

P  of 

the equator, this point is “negative pole” of the para1lel globa1 map (its ro1e 

corresponds to the south po1e of the meridian g1obal map ),   denotes the 
generalized longitude (-90, 90) ,  the genera1ized 1atitude (-180, 180), in 
the para11el global map, the “general1zed latitude line” is “generalized meridian 

circle”, “generalized longitude line” is “generalized parallel circle”. The 
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generalized meridian lines converge and intersect at point 
P  and 

P . 

 To concisely express relations between generalized longitude-latitude and 

conventional longitude-latitude, taking the point ( =90,  =0) as point P , 

then the point ( =-90,  =0) is point P , it can be seen from Fig.2 that relation 

between rectangular coordinate and generalized longitude-latitude is shown in the 

following 

  coscosRx ，   sincosRy ，  sinRz     (3) 
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we know from Fig.1 and Fig.2 that 

xx  ， zy  ，     (5) yz 

substituting (5) in (1) we have 

 coscosRx  ， sinRy  ，  sincosRz     (6) 

substituting (6) in (4) we get 
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the expression mentioned above is mathematical relation equation of calculating 

generalized longitude-latitude by conventional longitude-latitude. 

 

Substituting (5) in (3) we have 

  coscosRx ，  sinRy ，   sincosRz     (8) 

substituting (8) in (2) we obtain 
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the above mentioned expression is mathematical re1ation equation of ca1culating 

conventiona1 longitude-latitude by generalized longitude-latitude. 

 

3.Concise map 

    The mathematical method for drawing the paralle1 global map is that first we 

transform conventional longitude-latitude into generalized longitude-1at1tude for 

topographic point and longitude-latitude net by use of (7), and then, based on 

“genera1ized longitude-latitude” of topographic point and conventional 

longitude-1atitude net, the paralle1 global map is drawn up using equip-difference 

para11e1 po1yconical projection method
[4]
. The “generalized 1ongitude-1atitude” 

defined in this paper is only a transitive mathematical method for projection 

transform, but “generalized 1ongitude-latitude net” never appears in the paral1el 
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global map. Not to lose the universality, this projection method can be called 

“generalized equip-difference paralle1 po1yconica1 projection”. 

To enab1e “both positive pole and negative pole” of the parallel global map to 

fal1 into the sea, avoiding a huge land deformation in east-west direction, we take 

the point ( =60,  =0) as P  point, then the point ( =-120,  =0) is P  

point. In literature [1-3], east longitude 150 line is central vertical coordinate 

line and equator is central horizontal coordinate line (see Fig.3). Then exchanging 

the central horizontal coordinate line for central vertical coordinate line, 

according to the generalized equip-difference paral1e1 po1yconicat projection 

method, a concise scheme of para1le1 global map with naught-latitude as central 

vertical coordinate line (naught latitude globa1 map) can be drawn up, see Fig.4. 

Fig.5 is a concise scheme of meridian g1obal map with naught longitude as central 

vertical coordinate line (naught 1ongitude g1obat map)
[5]
. 

To express each nation without being separated from the 1and in the g1obal map, 

choosing north latitude 60
o
 as centra1 vertical coordinate line, a paral1e1 global 

map can be made, see Fig.6. 

Since the distinction between generalized equip-difference paralle1 

po1yconica1 projection method and conventional equip-difference paralle1 

po1yconica1 projection method is only to exchange longitude to latitude for vertical 

coordinate, therefore, deformation of the parallel global map and meridian global 

map are on the whole the same. 

Present Chinese global map is “surrounding the Pacific ocean pattern” (see 

Fig.3), and naught longitude global map is “surrounding the Atlantic ocean pattern” 

(see Fig.4). But two-thirds of the world lands are in the North Hemisphere, thus 

“surrounding the Arctic ocean” is very important. Fig.6 is just the global map of 

“surrounding the Arctic ocean pattern”. 

 

4.Discussion 

It can be shown from Fig.6 that by use of the para1lel global map, the 1ands 

of the whole world can be drawn up on a p1ane complete1y without producing the huge 

deformation in area and figure similar to those in the Antarctic continent, north 

Russian, north Canada and north Green1and shown in 1iterature [1-3], also without 

producing the simi1ar condition to that Greenland in 1iterature [1-3] is divided 

into two parts. South po1e and north po1e, and its coordination with the surrounding 

region re1ations in Fig.6 are very c1ear, it is no longer to need auxiliary scheme 

to comp1ement the main map in 1iterature [1-3]. 

In the meridian globa1 map, the east-west direction is re1ative. In the paral1el 

global map, the south-north is relative. The earth is a sphere, “south-north” and 

“east-west” shou1d be completely “equal”. If it is said that “south-north” is 

absolute, then “east-west” is also absolute, if it is said that “east-west” is 

re1ative, then “south-north” is re1ative. For examp1e, going toward east from Wuhan 

can reach Shanghai, similar1y, going toward west around the earth (a circuit) also 

reaches Shanghai. For instance, going toward north from Wuhan can arrive in Beijing, 
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similarly, going toward south around the earth (a circuit) can arrive in Beijing. 

Maybe, one viewpoint considers that earth rotation is from west to east, therefore 

south-north direction is absolute, east-west direction is relative, in fact, the 

earth is not on1y rotation, but also revolution, the solar system the earth is 1ocated 

in is moving, the Galaxy the solar system is p1aced in is moving, too. These movements 

shouldn’t be connected with earth’s direction together. Since the earth is basical1y 

an inertial system. It can be seen from Einstein’s re1ativity principle that in 

inertial system any physical experiment done can’t determine the movement state of 

the inertial system itse1f
[6]
. Thus, peop1e on the earth don’t fee1 whether the earth 

is moving, earth rotation doesn’t influence people’s direction feeling. 

Phy1osophically, the paral1el global map and the meridian global map be1ong to 

the category of a pair unity of opposites. Mathematically, it is an exchange of 

horizonta1 coordinate axis of the g1obal map for vertical coordinate axis. In 

cartography, coordinate “exchange axis” isn’t bringing forth new idea, for examp1e, 

vertical coordinate of Gauss projection is X axis, its horizontal coordinate is Y 

axis. 

In Fig.6, the figure and area of lands in the whole world is similar to those 

of 1ands on a terrestrial globe, relationship among the lands is clear, so it is 

ca11ed “p1ane terrestria1 globe”. 
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